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Best Practice Guide - 

Cosmetics: 

For this fast growing 

consumer market, you 

need an efficient 

distribution strategy and 

you must prepare your 

warehouse for the future. 

You need solutions that 

optimise logistics 

processes, cut costs, and 

support your employees 

Case study: Sustainable 

and Innovative Logistics 

processes with Natura. 

Natura is the Brazilian 

market leader for 

cosmetics, perfume, and 

personal hygiene 

products.  For nearly 20 

years, Natura has chosen 

SSI SCHAEFER to bring 

innovation and 

sustainability to its 

Latest News:  

SSI SCHAEFER at 

CeMAT, Sydney Olympic 

Park. 

From July 25-27, 

SSI SCHAEFER will be 

exhibiting at stand L11 at 

the Homebush Sydney 

event.  

There will be many 

opportunities to hear 

more about how we 

in their day-to-day 

activities. 

Read our exclusive Best 

Practice Guide on how 

flexible fulfillment 

warehouse operations. 

logistics processes. The 

warehouse is perfectly 

equipped to meet future 

requirements, and 

supplies both 

eCommerce customers 

and stores.  

Watch the video. 

are shaping the future of 

intralogistics. 

meeting with one of our 

industry experts at the 

 

event. 

Email us to pre-book a 

solutions optimise 



Feature: How flexible 

logistics can be used to 

optimise your 

operations 

Recently, SSI 

SCHAEFER partnered 

with Inside FMCG to 

explain "how flexible 

logistics solutions can 

optimise cosmetic 

industry operations." 

Read the full article here, 

or book an appointment 

with one of our 

consultants at CeMAT.  

Coop Sweden: Progress 

of Coop's New 

Distribution Centre by 

SSI SCHAEFER 

2022 was an eventful 

year for one of the largest 

automation projects in 

Europe.  "We are happy 

with the solution by 

SSI SCHAEFER as it 

allows extension at any 

point even, in the middle 

of construction. " 

More details here. 
 

SSI Piece Picking  - a 

fully automated piece 

picking system with 

innovative features from 

SSI SCHAEFER.   The 

intelligent robotic cell, 

which can combine with 

other SSI SCHAEFER 

components, debuted in 

Stuttgart in April at 

LogiMAT, Europe’s 

leading material handling 

trade show.  

Read the full article here. 



of Symbion’s goals, 

demands and 

requirements, 

SSI SCHAEFER 

implemented a bespoke 

state-of-the-art 

distribution centre 

solution for Symbion in 

Brisbane that met all their 

needs.   

Read the full project case 

study details.  

Watch the video. 

up-to-date news from 

SSI SCHAEFER on 

products, projects and 

delivery of customers' 

visions. 

• LinkedIn

• Facebook

• Instagram

• Twitter
 

with scalable 

intralogistics solutions. 

Companies that initially 

favour partial automation 

can also choose from a 

broad range of product 

options and combine 

specially suited logistics 

modules with an  

SSI SCHAEFER 

intralogistics specialist.  

Read how here. 
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Do you have questions or suggestions? 

Please email us. 

To subscribe to continue to receiving this monthly 

newsletter, click here.

If you no longer want to receive our newsletter, you can 

unsubscribe here.
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Symbion, Brisbane.  With 

a thorough understanding 

Get the news now: 

Follow our socials for 
Blog: Managing growth 

and change efficiently 




